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Abstract

Objectives: To develop and validate a simple approach for building cost-effective imaging phantoms for Cone Beam
Computed Tomography (CBCT) using a modified Polyjet additive manufacturing technology where a single material
can mimic a range of human soft-tissue radiation attenuation.
Materials and Methods: Single material test phantoms using a cubic lattice were designed in 3-Matic 15.0 software .
Keeping the individual cubic lattice volume constant, eight different percentage ratio (R) of air: material from 0% to
70% with a 10% increment were assigned to each sample. The phantoms were printed in three materials, namely Vero
PureWhite, VeroClear and TangoPlus using Polyjet technology. The CT value analysis, non-contact profile measurement
and microCT-based volumetric analysis was performed for all the samples.
Results: The printed test phantoms produced a grey value spectrum equivalent to the radiation attenuation of human soft
tissues in the range of �757 to +286 HU on CT. The results from dimensional comparison analysis of the printed phan-
toms with the digital test phantoms using non-contact profile measurement showed a mean accuracy of 99.07 % and that
of micro-CT volumetric analysis showed mean volumetric accuracy of 84.80–94.91%. The material and printing costs of
developing 24 test phantoms was 83.00 Euro.
Conclusions: The study shows that additive manufacturing-guided macrostructure manipulation modifies successfully the
radiographic visibility of a material in CBCT imaging with 1 mm3 resolution, helping customization of imaging phantoms.

Keywords: CT; Cone Beam CT; Micro-CT; Additive manufacturing; Profilometer; Imaging phantoms; Material modifi-
cation; Macrostructure; Radiation attenuation
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1 Introduction size restrictions of the FDM technology. There are also sev-
Cone-beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) is a moder-
ately new imaging methodology that uses a cone-shaped
X-ray beam to reconstruct a 3D image in a single rotation
[1–4]. CBCT is more compact in size and affordable,
exposes the patient to a lower radiation dose compared to
conventional CT, and permits the patient to be in an upright
position for assessment as well [1,5,6]. CBCT is widely used
for analysis in oral and maxillofacial surgery as well as in
vascular imaging and orthopedics [3,5,7–9].

Integration of CBCT panel to linear acceleration systems
has made it also a significantly important tool for patient
positioning and verification in image-guided radiation ther-
apy (IGRT) particularly in intensity modulated radiation
therapy (IMRT) [10]. It offers application in treatment plan-
ning, diagnosis and therapy and hence, it is interesting to
advance its utility in healthcare [11]. Medical imaging has
developed an interactive relationship with additive manufac-
turing (3D printing) giving the user opportunities for
improved patient safety and therapy, training, education
and research [12,13]. CBCT based additive manufacturing
mainly finds application in image-guided treatment planning
of maxillofacial disorders, quality assurance phantoms as
well as radiotherapy tools such as brachytherapy molds,
compensators, bolus, immobilizers and patient specific
anthropomorphic phantoms [14,15].

Owing to the relative new CBCT modality, efforts are
being made in combination with additive manufacturing to
outline its Quality Assurance (QA) of image parameters like
spatial resolution, image density values, image uniformity,
noise, contrast detail and geometric accuracy [12,16,17].
With the availability of a wide range of 3D printing materials
and technologies, existing phantoms have been built using
Polyjet, Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), stereolithogra-
phy (SLA), Digital Light Processing (DLP) and casting with
adequate tissue equivalency [18,19]. 3D printed imaging
phantoms are relatively low-volume, accurate and cost-
efficient with superior dimensional tolerance and ability to
mimic complex-shapes [20]. Previous studies have shown
the possibility to print tissue-equivalent radiodensity phan-
toms with FDM technology using a combination of 3D
printing materials like acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene
(ABS), polylactic acid (PLA), polyethylene terephthalate
(PETG), thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), thermoplastic
elastomer (TPE), polymers in different infill densities and
by incorporating wooden or stonefil filaments to mimic
radiation attenuation of a wide range of tissues [21–24].
However, these phantoms are limited by their uniformity
in replication of radiation attenuation due to inhomogeneous
distribution of multi-material, printing accuracy, and printing
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eral studies in which the use of Polyjet technology to emu-
late tissue-like phantoms using different materials such as
Agilus, VeroCyan, VeroClear, VeroBlackPlus, TangoPlus
and TangoBlackPlus was proposed [25–27]. Polyjet technol-
ogy is widely used due to its higher resolution (16–32 mm)
and accuracy [18,28,29]. Each printing technology has pros
and cons in the production of medical imaging models. FDM
involves the process of layering molten thermoplastic poly-
mers using a motor-driven head; it is beneficial for printing
cost-efficient models, but the large nozzle size lowers the
printing resolution at macrostructure level. In contrast, Poly-
jet involves the process of layering liquid photopolymers
that are instantly cured with ultraviolet (UV) light. Polyjet
enables simultaneous multi-material printing of a model with
a large spectrum of distinct imaging parameters within a sin-
gle print cycle with high resolution (32microns), but this
technology can be impacted by support material removal
especially in case of flexible macrostructures [29]. Additive
manufacturing workflow gives the opportunity to design the
macrostructure of a single material resulting in introduction
of pores/ air gaps within the printed material. Consequently,
the radiological and biomechanical properties of the material
can be manipulated only by defining the percentage volume
of air within the structure, without requisites of an additional
material. In human skeleton, depending on the ratio of ‘air:
bone’ within the tissues, the cortical and cancellous struc-
tures represent different densities on a radiograph. In our
study, the rationale for material macrostructure manipulation
to mimic the gradation in human soft tissue radiation atten-
uation is based on porous structure of bone tissue. In our
knowledge, this bone-inspired biomimetic principle has not
been applied before in the Polyjet printing technology, to
create imaging phantoms built from a ‘single’ material.
The modified single material possesses the capability to
show a gradation of grey values mimicking human soft tis-
sues in CBCT.

This study aims at enabling Polyjet technology to display
a spectrum of radiodensity using a single material. The nov-
elty of the research lies in designing a methodology in which
one material can reproduce a variety of radiodensities of
human soft tissues in CBCT with a resolution up to 1
mm3 by altering the material macrostructure and hence can
be used in printing customized patient-specific imaging
phantoms including a wide range of radiodensities. Tango-
Plus FLX930 (TP), VeroClear RGD810 (VC) and Vero
PureWhite RGD837 (VPW) were the photopolymers
selected to 3D print the test structures for imaging phantoms
as these are the most widely available materials used by
Polyjet technology. A HU analysis from CT data was per-
formed in order to evaluate the radiation attenuation property
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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of the printed phantoms. The reliability of the approach was
validated by dimensional tolerance tests using micro-CT and
non-contact measurement profilometer. The proposed
method provides realistic patient-specific imaging phantoms
for quality assurance and radiation therapy and opens the
opportunities to imitate the complex heterogeneity within
human tissues structures.

2 Materials and methods

In this study, additively manufactured imaging phantoms
were designed and constructed. With this approach, a single
material can mimic a range of grey values in CBCT by sim-
ply regulating the ratio of air: material. Three polymer mate-
rials commonly used with in-house Polyjet printer were used
to print the test phantoms in 8 different air: material ratios
for the study. The CBCT analysis and geometrical assess-
ments were performed for all the samples.

2.1 Test phantom design

In this study, cylindrical test phantoms consisting of a 3D
quadrilateral (cubic) lattice were developed by Polyjet addi-
tive manufacturing technology (Fig. 1 A). Considering the
minimum layer thickness of the Polyjet printer (30 mm)
and the post-printing processing, the length of the individual
cubic lattice was selected to be 2.0 mm and was kept con-
stant for each lattice design. Keeping the volume of the indi-
vidual cubic lattice (Vc) constant, the lattice pillar volume
(Vp) was changed to generate the desired R value (ratio of
air: material) for the respective radiodensity in each of the
three materials. To achieve an optimal visibility of the mate-
rial lattice in CBCT, the ratios from 0% to 70% with a 10%
increment were selected for the study. The following algo-
rithm is proposed for reproducing tests phantoms with the
desired grey value: if x is the length of each internal cubic
Figure 1. Test phantom design. A) The base design of the test phanto
process in Materialise 3-Matic software, x is the length of each intern
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lattice and s is the lattice pillar thickness, then the R value
(ratio of air:material) is Vc/Vp can be subsequently
calculated.

V c ¼ x3

V p ¼ s2ð3x� 2sÞ

R ¼ x3

s2 3x� 2sð Þ
Eight digital cubic stereolithographic (STL) models were

designed in 3-Matic 15.0 software (Materialize, Leuven,
Belgium) for each R value (Fig. 1 B). For the printing pro-
cess, 24 cylinders (8 for each material) with a height and
diameter of 15.0 mm were derived from the corresponding
STL files for the three different materials. The size of the
STL files used for printing was between 1 to 2.8 Mb depend-
ing on the lattice structure.

2.2 Demonstration of an example use case for test
phantoms

In order to further investigate the performance of the pro-
posed method, we included additional experiments with a
phantom consisting of different lattice structures and radio-
densities. For this, a simplified anatomical model derived
from an abdominal CT was used. An axial slice of this
abdominal CT scan was segmented using 3D Slicer software
4.10.2 (Boston, MA, USA). Different organs and anatomical
structures were identified and assigned to 6 different regions
according to their dominating HU values. The segmented
regions were exported as STL files, corrected to avoid holes
and overlaps, downscaled to 45% of the size and provided
with a thickness of 10 mm. The assignment of structures
to the regions was done semi-automatically, using a
region-growing approach in 3D Slicer (grow from seeds)
with additional manual correction based on visual impres-
sion and to avoid too small regions.
m macrostructure. B) Stereolithographic (STL) file from the design
al cubic and s is the thickness of each pillar.

t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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This model was used as a demonstration of a use case for
the proposed cylindrical test phantom (Section 2.1) and
includes more complex structures and combinations of dif-
ferent lattice structures within the same phantom. Based on
the CT scan, the approximation of HU values within the
abdomen CT were 759, 175, 96, 32, �65, �794 for bone,
kidney/vessels, liver, connected tissue, surrounding body
and lung, respectively. According to these approximate
HU values in tissues, we then included lattice structures with
the corresponding air: material ratios (R values) based on the
prior density analysis of the cylindrical test phantoms
(Section 2.1, 3.3 and 3.4). Fig. 2 represent the visualization
of the STL file including different segmentations as well as
designed lattice structures for the corresponding structures.

2.3 Material selection and multi-material printing

Vero PureWhite, VeroClear and TangoPlus polymers
were selected to print the cylindrical test phantoms as well
as an example used case phantom using on-site PolyJetTM

printer Connex3 Objet500 (Stratasys, EdenPrairie, MN, Uni-
ted States of America). For each structure of the use case
phantom, a section with the related lattice structure was pre-
pared and was used to build an intersection between lattice
geometry and the tissue geometry. After assigning the R
value based on individual tissue HU (Sections 3.3 and
3.4), the models were reassembled into their position accord-
ing to the CT-scan to form the CT-phantom. 3-Matic 15.0
computer-aided designing (CAD) software was used to pre-
pare the models. Based on the printing technology, it was
imperative to separate the tissues as an individual shell to
enable the PolyJet System to print the different parts with
the defined material (VeroClear, TangoPlus, and Vero Pure-
White) independent of their lattice structure. Based on the
adjacent faces of the tissue shell they were glued together
during the UV based print process. As post-processing steps,
Figure 2. A) represents assembled STL file models imported from 3D S
structures for the corresponding structures in 3Matic software.
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the models were then cleaned manually for gross support
material (SUP706) removal and later flushed carefully using
waterjet. The models were then placed in 2% sodium
hydroxide solution for 24 hours and rinsed with water. We
used a digital microscope VHX-7000 (Keyence, Keyence
International, Mechelen, Belgium) to validate complete sup-
port material removal.

2.4 HU analysis using CT imaging and the two CBCT
modalities used for scanning the test phantoms

The additively manufactured cylindrical test phantoms in
three different materials with 8 different ratios (R1 to R8) of
air:material as well as example use case phantom were
scanned using the CT (SOMATOM Definition AS, Siemens
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with 120 kV, 61 mAs and
1 mm3 voxel size in order to evaluate their radiodensities. To
calculate radiodensity of cylindrical phantoms, 3D Slicer
software was used to crop the CT volume at different ROIs
(regions of interest) from individual cube of all the three
materials (R1-R8). Then, Matlab software was used to calcu-
late the average and standard deviation over the HU values
for each cropped ROI and the HU values related to R1-
R8. To calculate radiodensity of the example test case phan-
tom, HU analysis was done using Analyze 12.0 toolkit (Ana-
lyzeDirect, Overland Park, United States) by selecting
different line profiles within each structure and measuring
the HU by calculating the average and the standard deviation
over all points related to tho se line profiles. Two different
CBCT systems including the Philips Allura FD20 Xper C-
arm at 60 kV, 120 mAs, 1 mm3 voxel size and the ELEKTA
XVI linear accelerator (linac) at 120 kV, 264 mAs, 1 mm3 -
voxel size were used in order to observe the density appear-
ance regarding the test prints. For height measurement scale
values as a measure of x-ray attenuation of different materi-
als. Therefore, the HU analysis was performed based on the
licer software, B) represents final phantom with the included lattice

t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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HU values acquired from the standard CT scan of the test
phantoms.

2.5 Comparison of HU values from the designed
phantom with standard Gammex tissue equivalent
phantom

In order to compare the achieved HU values from the
developed 3D printed phantom with a standard phantom,
we compared the achieved HU values with the Gammex Tis-
sue Characterization Phantom (Gammex Model 467, Mid-
dleton, USA). A CT scan from the standard Gammex
phantom was acquired with the same CT parameters as for
3D printed test phantoms (Section 2.4).

2.6 Dimensional comparison

2.6.1 Profile comparison using non-contact measurement
Profilometer

Fully-automated Profilometer VR-5200 (Keyence, Key-
ence International, Mechelen, Belgium) with XYZ-axis
motorised control was used to validate the dimensions of
the 3D printed samples using non-contact measurement tech-
nology in 12x magnification and a display resolution of 0.1
lm (Fig. 3 A,B). For height measurement we used
Profilometer VR-5200 as it quickly scans an entire surface
Figure 3. A view of profile comparison using a non-contact measure
Optical profile, B) 3D profile, C) profile graph for test phantom heigh
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for reliable measurement of any point on the object. The
stage is equipped with a high-precision linear scale and a
proprietary sensor, giving a dense data set over an entire
area. Based on the light-section method of measurement
and automated Profile measurement function, the VR Series
automatically calculated the average peak height down to 1
pixel using proprietary light projection patterns. This
resulted in highly accurate, ultra-precise measurement. This
method was chosen for height measurement of the test sam-
ples which included knurled surface (dips and lattice struc-
tures) as contact-measurement could give false
information.(Fig. 3 C). Multiple measurement data points
were applied simultaneously to analyze each data set. Opti-
cal Diameter measurement function was used to measure the
XY dimension while viewing the target from directly above
(Fig. 3 D).

2.6.2 Volumetric comparison using micro-CT
Samples were scanned using micro-CT (Siemens

Inveon� lCT, Siemens Medical Solutions, Inc. Molecular
Imaging, Knoxville, United States) with the following
parameters: 40–50 kV, 200 mA exposure time, one sample
per pixel (indicating the number of separate planes in an
image), 1024 rows and columns pixel, 9.75mm x 9.75mm
spacing, 9.75mm slice thickness. The images were rendered
and segmented using Mimics Research 21.0 software
ment profilometer in test phantoms printed in Vero PureWhite. A)
t measurement, D) optical diameter.

t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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(Materialize, Leuven, Belgium). Image-derived volumetric
dimensional comparison was performed by comparing the
rendered STL files of the micro-CTs of test phantoms over
the original STL files (Section 2.1) using Materialize 3-
Matic 13.0 software (Materialize, Leuven, Belgium) accord-
ing to protocol established by our group [13]. The mean dif-
ference and standard deviation in the volume of each sample
per material, relative to the planned volume in the test phan-
tom design was calculated and graphically plotted. The sta-
tistical analysis for dimensional comparison was performed
using ANOVA, t-test and Post-hoc Bonferroni correction
(p<0.05).

3 Results

3.1 Test phantoms design

For the printing process cylindrical structures were
derived from the cubic lattice design of test phantoms from
R1 to R8 for all the three materials (Fig. 4 A).

3.2 Additively manufactured test phantoms in three
different materials and use case phantom

The test phantoms were printed in Vero PureWhite, Ver-
oClear and TangoPlus, with the lattice structure completely
replicated from the printed models with a printing resolution
of 600 dpi (42.3 lm) in the XY plane and a layer thickness
of 30 lm in the Z direction, as verified quantitatively using
the profilometer (Fig. 4 B). The printed use case phantom is
also shown in Fig. 7 A. In 30 min, we can print 200 cylin-
ders each costing 2 euros per cylinder plus 6 euros printing
machine cost. In addition, the material and printing costs
related to the use case phantom was 36 euros for a single
printout.

3.3 Hounsfield unit analysis for the cylindrical test
phantoms

It was possible to create a HU spectrum from a single
material using Polyjet technology by means material
macrostructure inclusion and regulation of air: material ratio.
This is suitable for CBCT phantom design. A decreasing
gradient in the HU value was seen with an increasing air:
material ratio. The axial slices of the resulting CBCT scans
from both linac CBCT and C-arm CBCT related to all sam-
ples are shown in Fig. 5. The resulting HU values from the
three different materials related to all the ratios (R1-R8) is
graphically represented in the Fig. 6. The HU range of
�757 to +286 was achieved using the test phantoms. Ratio
R1 corresponds to the phantom with full printing material
(100% material, 0% air). It was possible to replicate the
HU of human soft tissues such as fat, muscle, skin, white
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matter, grey matter, blood, parenchymal organs (e.g., kid-
ney, pancreas, liver) and lungs with every single material
[32,33] (Table 1).

3.4 Hounsfield unit analysis for the example use case
phantom

According to the HU values achieved in Section 3.3, it
was possible to assign the materials and the ratios which cor-
responded to the organs/tissues density for the use case
phantom (Table 2). The axial slice of the resulting scan from
linac CBCT related to the example use case phantom is
shown in Fig. 7 B. The resulting HU values using the CT
scan from this phantom is also reported in the Table 2.
According to the results, a good agreement between the tar-
get HU values (approximate HU from abdomen CT) and the
resulted phantom HU values was achieved at all structures
(except for bone) within the phantom. In addition, the
resulted HU values in the use case phantom were in a good
agreement with the achieved density for the cylindrical test
phantoms (Table 1 and Table 2).

3.5 Resulted HU for the Gammex phantom and
comparison with the 3D printed phantoms

HU values for different tissue equivalent inserts inside the
Gammex phantom including bone mineral, inner bone, liver,
brain, solid water, breast, adipose and lung were calculated
using the same method for cylindrical test phantoms as
described in Section 2.4 (Table 3). The HU values for the
other two available inserts inside the Gammex phantom
including the cortical bone and CB2 are not reported in this
study due to their high HU values. For all three printed test
materials, the closest achieved HU to the Gammex phantom
inserts and the corresponding ratio (R) is shown in Table 3.
According to the results, all the three materials could achieve
similar radiodensity range as achieved in the Gammex phan-
tom including 238 HU to �673 HU (bone mineral to lung)
when using different ratio values.

3.6 Dimensional comparison

3.6.1 Profilometer
The results from Profilometer (Fig. 8 A, B) showed that

the mean height of the test phantoms from R1 to R8 printed
in Vero PureWhite, VeroClear and TangoPlus was 14.79
mm, 14.77 mm and 14.58 mm, respectively, and there was
no significant difference between the 8 groups of the three
materials. The mean diameter of the test phantoms from
R1 to R8 printed in Vero PureWhite, VeroClear and Tango-
Plus was 15.03 mm, 15.10 mm and 14.92 mm, respectively,
and there was no significant difference between the 8 groups
of the three materials. However, the height and diameter of
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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Figure 4. A) Figure showing Stereolithographic (STL) design of the test phantom in eight different R values (ratio of air: material ratios),
R1 to R8 in Materialise 3-Matic software, B) Additively manufactured cylindrical test phantoms using three different Polyjet materials from
R1 to R8.
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the TangoPlus R8 phantoms was slightly lower than the
other groups due to the fragility of the material and post-
processing damage. The post processing steps (Section 2.3)
damaged slightly the fragile flexible TangoPlus lattice struc-
tures (mainly R8).

3.6.2 Micro-CT
The results from micro-CT dimensional comparison

showed that the samples R7 and R8 in TangoPlus had signif-
icantly higher difference in the mean relative volume com-
pared to the designed test phantom volume. The micro-CT
images of the test phantoms underwent contrast-based seg-
mentation and automatic volume calculation. TangoPlus
being a translucent material with intrinsic lower radiopacity
compared to other materials, had lower contrast with air,
resulting in partial rendering of the images especially with
higher R value (less material), that led to partial volume cal-
culation (Fig. 8 C).
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4 Discussion

One main drawback of the Polyjet technology in design-
ing imaging phantoms is the fact that each material leads to a
single radiodensity in the printed sample and therefore, dis-
tinct radiodensities can only be achieved by developing
newer materials. In this study, we developed a strategy to
produce imaging phantoms by a modified additive manufac-
turing technology using a single material in order to repro-
duce a gradient of HU for human soft tissues (organs to
lung) in CBCT by introducing a variable lattice design in
the macrostructure without the need of additional fillers.
The study is the first demonstration which aims at enabling
Polyjet technology to produce a spectrum of radiodensity
using a single material. The 3D printed phantoms could pro-
duce a HU spectrum equivalent to the radiation attenuation
of human soft tissues in the range of �757 to +286 HU
on CT. We designed 8 cylindrical test phantoms using 8 dif-
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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Figure 5. Figure showing the grey value spectrum of the additively manufactured test phantoms derived from CBCT scans. An axial slice
of the CBCT using linac CBCT (up) and C-arm CBCT (down) in the three materials Vero PureWhite, VeroClear and TangoPlus using
different ratios (R1-R8). The display window shows linear attenuation coefficient and is set to the gray value range [0–4.7].

Figure 6. Graph showing the resulting HUs from CT analysis of test phantoms from the three different materials including Vero PureWhite,
VeroClear and TangoPlus related to R1 to R8. The linear graphs are a linear approximation of the corresponding graphs.
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Figure 7. A) Additively manufactured example use case phantom B) An axial slice of the CBCT using linac CBCT. The display window
shows linear attenuation coefficient and is set to the gray value range [0–6].

Table 1
Table showing the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the resulting HU of the three different Polyjet materials used in test phantoms,
derived from Computed Tomography (CT) analysis and the corresponding soft tissues with equivalence radiodensity.

Ratio R (%) TangoPlus (HU+SD) VeroClear (HU+SD) Vero PureWhite (HU+SD) Corresponding tissue

R1 (0%) 196.5 ± 11.2 247.5 ± 10.0 286.3 ± 12.1 Organs, Inner bone
R2 (10 %) 69.4 ± 25.1 138.5 ± 15.1 142.9 ± 18.2 Organs, Muscles
R3 (20 %) �168.2 ± 33.5 29.5 ± 11.7 �86.5 ± 31.3 Fat, Blood, Gray and White matter
R4 (30 %) �235.9 ± 50.0 �185.1 ± 26.7 �210.3 ± 42.7 Fat, Skin
R5 (40 %) �381.1 ± 58.6 �318.7 ± 55.1 �366.5 ± 35.4 Fat, Skin
R6 (50 %) �446.4 ± 40.8 �453.7 ± 21.5 �460.6 ± 44.1 Lung, Skin
R7 (60 %) �624.3 ± 34.6 �595.7 ± 58.1 �556.6 ± 26.2 Lung, Skin
R8 (70 %) �757.2 ± 37.8 �694.2 ± 39.3 �698.7 ± 47.1 Lung
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ferent air:material ratios with 10% ratio step size. However,
smaller ratio step size can be also applied in order to achieve
a higher number of different densities using each single
material. We also investigated the performance of our
approach using a use case phantom including more complex
structures and combinations of different lattice structures and
materials within the same phantom. Except for bone tissue, a
good agreement between the CT HU values and the resulted
use case phantom HU values was achieved for all structures.
However, we should note that mimicking soft tissue densi-
ties was the main aim of this study and the bone tissue den-
sity replication was out of scope for this paper. This
approach is cost effective and improves the sustainability
of Polyjet technology and the available materials. By chang-
ing the air:material ratio of the lattice design digitally, a
spectrum of grey value can be added to the available mate-
rials’ intrinsic radiation attenuation. Depending on the
selected step size for ratio value (R), similar HU values to
Please cite this article as: Hatamikia, S., Oberoi, G., Zacher, A. et al., Additively manufactured tes
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Gammex phantom were achieved for some 3D printed mate-
rials, e.g., in case of liver insert, 3D printed phantom using
TangoPlus (R2) (69 HU) showed a very similar HU to the
liver inserted Gammex (66 HU) while for some other mate-
rials some differences can be seen e.g., VeroPureWhite (R2)
(142 HU). The reason is evident; the step size of the ratio (R)
selected was rather large (10%) and smaller step size is
required in order to reach specific HU values for each mate-
rial. However, as all the three employed materials could
cover the full range as achieved in the standard Gammex
phantom inserts (except for cortical bone and CB2) includ-
ing 238 HU to �673 (bone mineral to lung), achieving target
HU for each material is fully feasible using additional ratio
values (R) when reducing the ratio step size.

Test phantoms printed with this approach displayed geo-
metrical accuracy assigned to the digital models, as seen in
the dimensional analysis with micro-CT and non-contact
profile measurement. The non-contact measurement was a
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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Table 2
Table showing the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the resulting HU of the example test case phantom compared to target HU values
(approximate HU from abdomen CT) as well as corresponding cylindrical test phantoms derived from CT analysis.

Target tissue Approximate HU values
related to the target tissues

Selected material
and ratio

HU values related to
the selected materials

HU values resulted from the
example test case phantom

Bone 759.2 ± 54.1 Vero PureWhite (R1) 286.3 ± 12.1 245.2 ± 36.9
Kidney and vessels 175.3 ± 34.3 TangoPlus (R1) 196.5 ± 11.2 165.4 ± 23.2
Liver 96.1 ± 30.5 TangoPlus (R2) 69.4 ± 25.1 85.7 ± 18.7
Surrounding body 32.8 ± 27.5 VeroClear (R3) 29.5 ± 11.7 23.8 ± 12.4
Connected tissue �65.7 ± 38.4 Vero PureWhite (R3) �86.5 ± 31.3 �100.3 ± 20.7
Lung �794.5 ± 29.8 TangoPlus (R8) �757.2 ± 37.8 �778.6 ± 33.6

Table 3
Table showing the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the resulting HU related to the Gammex tissue equivalent inserted cylinders
including bone mineral, inner bone, liver, brain, solid water, breast, adipose and lung and the corresponding materials with different ratios
used in the printed test phantoms.

Gammex phantom CT value (HU+SD) Designed phantom CT value (HU+SD)

Bone mineral 238 ± 17 TangoPlus (R1), VeroClear (R1) 196.5 ± 11.1 247.5 ± 10.0
VeroPureWhite (R1) 286.3 ± 12.1

Inner bone 210 ± 12 TangoPlus (R1), VeroClear (R1) 196.5 ± 11.1, 247.5 ± 10.0
VeroPureWhite (R2) 142.9 ± 18.2

Liver 66 ± 10 TangoPlus (R2), VeroClear (R3) 69.4 ± 25.1, 29.5 ± 11.7
VeroPureWhite (R2) 142.9 ± 18.2

Brain 24 ± 6 TangoPlus (R2), VeroClear (R3) 69.4 ± 25.1, 29.5 ± 11.7
VeroPureWhite (R3) �86.5 ± 31.3

Solid Water �1 ± 3 TangoPlus (R2), VeroClear (R3) 69.4 ± 25.1, 29.5 ± 11.7
VeroPureWhite (R3) �86.5 ± 31.3

Breast �72 ± 10 TangoPlus (R3), VeroClear (R3) �168.2 ± 33.5, 29.5 ± 11.7
VeroPureWhite (R3) �86.5 ± 31.3

Adipose �109 ± 13 TangoPlus (R3), VeroClear (R4) �168.2 ± 33.5, �185.1 ± 26.7
VeroPureWhite (R3) �86.5 ± 31.3

Lung-450 �475 ± 12 TangoPlus (R6), VeroClear (R6) �446.4 ± 40.8, �453.7 ± 21.5
VeroPureWhite (R6) �460.6 ± 44.1

Lung-300 �673 ± 15 TangoPlus (R7), VeroClear (R8) 624.3 ± 34.6, �694.2 ± 39.4
VeroPureWhite (R8) �698.8 ± 47.1
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very useful feature in this study for flexible TangoPlus phan-
toms in combinaton with micro-CT. Profiles from different
angles can be combined, allowing for measurement as a sin-
gle piece of data. Overall, the proposed strategy establishes a
non-sophisticated, customized design for building cost-
effective imaging phantoms with commonly available 3D
printing materials.

Several attempts at building imaging test phantoms have
been made with FDM, SLA and Polyjet printing using ABS
and acrylonitrile-styrene-acrylate (ASA) from FDM, Viso-
Clear from SLA materials, VeroClear and Tango from Poly-
Jet [29]. Strategies using FDM technology have been
described to obtain a range of radiodensities for CT by
changing the infill density [34–36]. PLA/ Calcium filament
Please cite this article as: Hatamikia, S., Oberoi, G., Zacher, A. et al., Additively manufactured tes
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blends have previously been used with FDM to produce test
cubes with radiodensity up to 518 HU, reproducing bone
attenuation [37]. In another study, PLA and StoneFil PLA-
concrete were used to print a phantom at several in-fill den-
sities, to achieve quasi-simultaneous 3D printing of muscle-,
lung- and bone-equivalent media [24]. However, FDM is
limited by large nozzle size and rigging mechanism. Devel-
opments include SLA system for printing an anthropomor-
phic thorax phantom using standard clear photocurable
resin (Clear Resin V04, Formlabs Inc.) for image optimiza-
tion in digital X-ray imaging [38]. The radiation dose on
diagnostic image quality was assessed for standardization
of imaging parameters and appearance. The necessity to
de-noise the clinical image and missing of fine structures
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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Figure 8. Figure showing the results from dimensional comparisons. A) Graph showing the results from non-contact profilometer
measurement A) mean height, and B) mean diameter, for additively manufactured test phantoms in three different materials in ratios R1 to
R8, C) Results from micro-CT volumetric comparison for test phantoms printed in three different materials from R1 to R8.
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in the printed phantom led to lack of detail in the achieved
image quality. Nonetheless, SLA does not allow multimate-
rial prints. To overcome these technological limitations, we
proposed a modified Polyjet printing technology, using a
simple algorithm as mentioned in section 2.1 adding an asset
to a material’s intrinsic radiological properties. In contrast to
previous studies using micro-CT for dimensional analysis
with contrast-dependent issues, non-contact measurement
system Profilometer additionally was used in this study con-
ventional contact-based systems can easily miss small sur-
face changes [12,13].

This study employs Polyjet technology due to its
higher resolution (16–32 mm), accuracy (±0.05 mm) and
flexibility in assigning and reproducing macrostructures
in the printed model [39]. The realization of test phantom
was based on two factors, printing efficiency (in terms of
resolution) and the post-printing cleaning process. During
experiments it was seen that it is possible to print a lattice
Please cite this article as: Hatamikia, S., Oberoi, G., Zacher, A. et al., Additively manufactured tes
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structure with minimum material thickness in the range of
0.03 mm, but this is hard to clean, especially flexible Tan-
goPlus material. So, the minimum material dimension for
a lattice (independent of shape and design) was chosen as
0.4 mm with 10% increment in the material volume per
cube. This algorithm and R value (air:material ratio) can
be applied to any shape such as spheres, cubes, pyramids,
to achieve the desired radiodensity spectrum. In addition,
Polyjet technology offers another advantage over other
printing technologies by offering a bigger (490 x 390 x
200 mm) built platform [40–42]. In the previous studies
using Polyjet printing materials to build imaging phan-
toms, single material represented a specific radiation atten-
uation in a single printing cycle [12,18,43,44]. This study
is the first demonstration which proposes a methodology
to enable Polyjet technology in order to create different
HUs within one material, increasing the sustainability of
the existing materials and technology. We proposed to
t phantoms for mimicking soft tissue radiation attenuation in CBCT using Polyjet technology,
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use this technique for CBCT and verified it with three
materials and two CBCT systems.

In a recent study [4], the authors propose a PixelPrint
approach using 3D printing technique in order to create a
patient-based lung phantom with accurate textures and atten-
uation profiles. They used a filament printing technique
which controlled the filament ratio and could continuously
modify the printing speed. In another recent study [45], we
used filament printing technique in order to develop a CT-
derived 3D printed thorax phantom which can mimic realis-
tic bone- and soft-equivalent radiodensity by means of com-
mercially available filaments. The fabricated 3D printed
thorax phantom could closely resemble the geometry of
patient and could create life-like heterogeneity within the
printed structures. Although these studies presented hetero-
geneity within the printed model and could mimic realistic
radiodensity, the large nozzle size restricts the printing reso-
lution at macrostructure level. In contrast, the proposed
PolyJet technique introduced in this study enables simultane-
ous multi-material printing of a model with a very high res-
olution in the range of 32 micrometer. In another study using
Polyjet technology [12], we developed a CT-based modified
3D printing technique in order to print a hollow thorax phan-
tom which could replicate skeletal morphology of the
patient. However, an indirect printing process was used
and the printed hollow phantom needed to be filled by a
radiopaque amalgamate at different combinations in order
to reproduce a spectrum of radiodensity as in human thorax.
The current study enhanced this study [12] and also other
previous studies using Polyjet technology [18] by enabling
the Polyjet technology to mimic a spectrum of radiodensity
using a single material.

In this study, HU values were calculated based on a stan-
dard CT scan from the phantoms due to the inability of
CBCT to show the actual HU [30, 31]. We observed that
at higher resolution than 1 mm3 the lattice structure becomes
visible in CBCT scan of test phantoms for some ratios (espe-
cially at R8 and R7). For conventional CT, the usefulness of
this technology depends on the application. While the fine
structure of the material is barely visible in CBCT with 1
mm3 resolution due to various artifacts and increased scatter
radiation [6] associated with this imaging modality, the
lattice-type fine structure of the phantom material becomes
visible in conventional CT. However, nowadays, the CBCT
imaging with up to 1 mm3 resolution is the standard for
many clinical scenarios and its applications are quite large
and developing phantoms in this area is of great importance.
Although commercially available CBCT phantoms have
been designed and validated for medical imaging
approaches, our proposed methodology provides the oppor-
tunity to different research groups to design their own case-
specific CBCT phantoms for validation of the new devel-
oped imaging algorithms and assists verification of variety
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of research purposes using the accurate, high resolution,
commonly available, Polyjet printing technology. The pro-
posed phantom design in this study includes a cost-
effective protocol compared to available commercial phan-
toms as well as our previous approaches [12]. We should
note that using our proposed protocol, the costs of material
and printing time are less compared to the personal costs
of the manual cleaning, which can be calculated with 2 per-
son hours per model.

This research was a proof-of-concept study in which the
construction, radiation attenuation and geometrical accuracy
of the additive manufacturing-guided imaging phantom fab-
rication was validated. Hence, the forthcoming research will
be implementing a defined approach on a customized imag-
ing phantom. Further material modification and biomimetic
lattice designs could be examined to investigate the possible
extension of the achieved HU range.
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